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Review by Stephanie Johnson 
 
Neil Simon’s “The Odd Couple” is about fastidious Felix Unger and slothful Oscar Madison with Jack 
Lemmon and Walter Mathew as the quintessential couple, right? 
 
Wrong! Simon has written a female version with Florence Unger and Olive Madison. This 1980s version 
is the original with a gender difference.  
 
Director Ian Maitland has fun with the twists and turns of the not-entirely realistic script – a woman who 
loves nothing better than the smell of a fresh cigar? It is good to try to break stereotypes, but lines like 
this are reminiscent of the original male-oriented script. 
 
Nevertheless this is a funny play with plenty of comic scope for female actors. 
 
Maitland has gathered a strong cast for this 80s rendition. Comic timing and pace take a little while to 
gain momentum, but the night is set for fun as a group of women gather for a weekly game of, not 
poker, but Trivial Pursuit. 
 
Sophie Edhouse proves a talent for comic timing and makes the most of her one-liners early on as 
Sylvie, and Kathy Strauts is straight out of “The Golden Girls” tv series with her performance as Vera. 
Maxine Grubel-Wilson and Mandy Quinn add to the colour and chaos with their performances as Mickey 
and Renee. 
 
Vicki Barrett is a strong and strident slob as Olive Madison, portraying a kind heart behind a gruff and 
slothful exterior. She extends an offer to help out her newly separated fastidious friend with a room in 
her messy apartment with humorous results. It is hard to tell who is the “straight man” in this strange 
coupling, but in this production it appears to be Barrett. 
 
Gayle Hammond is outstanding as the house-proud hypochondriac Florence. She relishes in revealing 
the many nuances of the fussy Florence. Her iron fist in a velvet glove portrayal is perfect and she milks 
as many laughs as she can. Never has a victim seemed more powerful! 
 
John Koch and Paul Beames have great fun in their roles as Spanish playboys Manolo and Jesus. Their 
entrance lifts the pace of the show as they spark off the strong women around them, providing some 
very funny highlights. 
 
The end result is a fun night out with another Simon script crammed with a string of funny one-liners.  
 


